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Summary

1 What is the Project
We allow the incorporation of arbitrary covariates to improve the estimation of unsupervised topic models.

2 Why Should I Read the Papers?
There are two papers: one provides a genealogy of topic models aimed at a political science audience
about how our model can help improve your project; the other provides the statistical and technical details
about the design of the model, its properties and its implementation.

3 Why Should I Use the Model?
Social scientists often have a great deal of information about their documents beyond the words in them.
This meta-data can improve estimation and yield new insights about the nature of the way topics are
discussed and their prevalence across different documents.

The Problem

We are often interested in exploring large document
corpora using unsupervised learning methods. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et. al, 2003) assumes ex-
changeability of documents. However, as political sci-
entists we often know a great deal about the structure
of our data in the form of covariates at the document
level. We often want to explore how document topics
vary over these covariates (e.g. how topic prevalence
or topic word-use vary over time and space). Existing
models that handle change over time (Quinn et, al
2010, Blei and Lafferty 2007) allow flexible change
through evolution equations that require a forward-
backward algorithm like the Kalman filter for infer-
ence.

Our Solution
We directly parametrize the topic proportions and
distributions over vocabulary using a generalized
linear model which can contain arbitrary covari-
ates. By placing splines on the continuous covari-
ates we are able to avoid blocking the covariates
or making inference sequentially through the doc-
uments.
1 Draw ~ηd|Xdγ,Σ1 ∼ Normal(s(Xd)γ,Σ1)
2 Draw ~βd,k|Ydφ, σ2I ∼ Normal(s(Yd)φ, σ2I)
3 For n ∈ 1, . . . , Nd:

• Draw topic assignment Zd,n|~ηd from Multi(f (ηd))
• Draw wordWd,n|{zd,n, ~β1:K} from Mult(~βzd,n)

Our Model
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An Example Application: The Rise of China

•Corpus: 1.2 million news stories about China dated 1997-2006 from 20 different news sources.
•QOI: Topic evolution over time, topic prevalence over time and how coverage differs by news source.
•Most existing models can only capture either the temporal structure or the authorship structure.

Early Results: Change in Topics Over Time
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Future Applications

•Catalinac: Japanese Party Manifestos (Structure:
Year and Political Party)

•Stewart/Young: Constitutional Change in 1950s
America (Structure: Day and News Source)
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Future Work on the Model

•Create a fast easy-to-use R package
•Compare performance to alternative models such
as the Dirichlet-Multinomial and supervised-LDA

•Conduct further studies on stability and
consistency of the model

•Create simple, easy-to-understand interpretations
of all model parameters
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